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Ecclesiastes = “Life Management Seminar”

“We humans cannot bear very much reality.”

—T.S. Eliot

In Ecclesiastes 1, Solomon was saying, “The mo-

notony of life is killing me.  I’ve been there, done that.

Now what?”

“Most men live out their lives in quiet desperation.”

—Henry David Thoreau

“Life is like an onion—you peel it off one layer at a

time, and sometimes you weep.”  —Carl Sandburg

Most men ebby about

Here and there—eat and drink,

Chatter and love and hate,

Gather and squander, are raised

Aloft, are hurl’d in the dust,

Striving blindly, achieving—

Nothing; and then they die.

—Matthew Arnold’s Rugby Chapel

“The basic fact about human experience is not that it

is a tragedy, but that it is a bore.  It is not that it is so

predominantly painful, but that it is lacking in any

sense.”  —H.L. Menken

Solomon made this investigation concerning life:  “It’s

smoke, meaningless, a vapor, empty.”  Literally, he

said, “I can’t get no satisfaction!”

“An unexamined life is not worth living.”  —Socrates

SOLOMON USES THE SEARCH ENGINE OF

EXPERIENCE TO EXPOSE COMMON MYTHS

OF MEANING

Search #1 myth:  Progress = Satisfaction

“Much learning earns you much trouble.  The more

you know, the more you hurt.”  Ecclesiastes 1:16-17

Search #2 myth:  Excess = Satisfaction

I said to myself, “Come now, let’s give pleasure a try.

Let’s look for the ‘good things’ in life.”  But I found that

this, too, was meaningless.  “It is silly to be laughing

all the time,”  I said.  “What good does it do to seek

only pleasure?”  Ecclesiastes 2:1-2

Search #3 myth:  Success = Satisfaction

“Anything I wanted, I took.  I did not restrain myself

from any joy.  I even found great pleasure in hard work,

an additional reward for all my labors.  But as I looked

at everything I had worked so hard to accomplish, it

was all so meaningless.  It was like chasing the wind.

There was nothing really worthwhile anywhere.”

Ecclesiastes 2:10-11

Search #4 myth:  Possess = Satisfaction

“Those who love money will never have enough.  How

absurd to think that wealth brings true happiness!  The

more you have, the more people come to help you

spend it.  So what is the advantage of wealth—except

perhaps to watch it run through your fingers!”

Ecclesiastes 5:10-11

Search #5 myth:  Impress = Satisfaction

Many people believe that if they can find a way to

leave a lasting impression, then they will experience

satisfaction.

Conclusion:

Solomon searched extensively for satisfaction only to

find that the result of his search was “no matches

found”.  But his search was limited to “under the sun”.

He looked around, but he didn’t look up.  Next week,

we’re going to broaden our search for satisfaction.
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